
UNIT-3 MAGNETIC EFFECTS 
OF CURRENT AND 

MAGNETISM

VERY SHORT ANSWERS QUESTIONIS �I Nllarik) 

1. Must every magnetic field configuration have a north pole and a south
pole? What about the fi.eld due to a toroid?

2. IHow are the figure of merit and current .sensitivity of gallvanometer rellated
with each other?

3. Show graphically the vania.tion of magnetic field due to a straight conductor
of uniform cross�section of radius 'a' and carrying steady currently as a
fiunctijon of distance r (a > ,j from the axis of the conductor.

4. The to rce per unrt I ength between two parallel I ong current carrying
conductor is F. If the current in each conductor is tripled, what would be
the value of the force per unit l·ength between them?

5. IHow does the angle of dip vary flrom equator to poles?

'6. What is the effect on the current measuring range of a ,g1allvanometer when
it is shunted? 

7. An electric current flows in a hori.zorntal wire from East to West. Wlha.t will
be the direction of magnetic field due to current. at a point (i) North of wire;
(ii) above the wire.

8. Suggest a method to shield a certain region of space from magnetic fiields.

"9. Why the core of moving coil galvanometer is made of sou iron? 

10. Where on the earth's surface, is the vertical component of earth's magnetic
field zero?

11. If tlhe· current is increased by 1 % in a moving coil galvanometer. What will
be percentage increase in dlefilection?

12. Wriite S.I. unit of (1) Pole strength and {ii) Magnetic dipole moment.

13. If the magnetic field is parallel to the positive y-axis and the charg,ed
particle is mov1ing along the positive x-axis, which way would tlhe Lorentz
force be for (a) an electron {negative charge),. (b) a proton (positive charge)

Sol: When velocity (v) of positively charg1ed particle is along x-axis and

the magnetic field (s} is along y-axis, so vxB is along the z-axis (Fleming�

left ha.nd rule).



Therefore, 

(a) for e,lectron Lorentz force will be .along -z axis;

(b) for a positive charge (proton) the force is along +z axis.

14. If a toroid uses Bismuth as its core, will the ·field in tile core be lesser or
gir,eater than when it is empty?

Ans: BismUJth is diamagnetic, hence, the overall magnetic field will be
slightly !less.

15.. An electron beam projected along + x�axis, experiences a force due to a 
magnetic field along the + y-axis .. What is the direction of the maginetic 
field? 

Ans : +Z axis. 

16.. What is the principle of a moving coil gaJlvanometer? 

Ans: When a current carrying coil is placed in uniform magnetic field, it 
experiences a torque. 

17. What is t1he direction of magnetic dipole moment?

Ans ; S to N

18. What is the angle of dip at a place where vertilcal and horizontal component
of earth's field are equal?

Ans ; 45"

19·. Is any work done on a moving1 charge by a magnetic field? 

Ans: No, as magnetic field is in perpeudicular direction. 

20.. Sketch the magnetic field lines for a current carrying circular loop. 

Ans: 



SHORT ANSWERS QUESTIONS· {i! MARKS) 

1. Write the four measures that can be taken to increase the sensitivity of a
g a.lvanomete r.

2. A galvanometer of resistance 120n gives f1ull scale de·flection for a current
of SmA. I-low can it be converted into an ammeter of range Oto SA? Also
determine the net resistance of the ammeter.

3. A current loop is pllaced in a uniform magneUc field in the following
orientations {1) and (2). Calcullate the magnetic moment in each case,.

4. A current of 1 OA flows through a semicircular wire of radius 2cm as shown
in fig1ure (a). What is direction and magnitude of the magnetic fielld at the
centre of semicircle? Would your answer change if the wire were bent as
shown in figure (b)?

5. A proton and an alpha particle of the same enter, in tum, a region oJ
uniform magnetic field acting perpendicular to their direction of motion ..
Deduce the ratiio of the radii of the circular paths described by the proton
and alpha particle.

6. Whfclh one of tlhe· two an ammeter or milliammeter, has a higher resiistance
and why?

7. Mention two properties of soft iron due to which it is preferred for making
electromagnet

8. A magnetic dipole of magnetic moment Ml is k.ept in a magnetic field 8.
What is the minimum and maximum potential enel'gry? Also give the most
stab1Ie position and most unstable position of magnetic dipole.



9. What will be (i) Pole strength (ii} Magnetic moment of each of new piece
of bar magnet if the magnet is cut into two equal pieces :

(a) normal to it:s length?

(b) along lits length?

10. A steady current I flows along an infinitely long straight wire with circular
cross-section of radius R. What will be the magnetic field outside and
in1side the wire at a point r distance far from the axis of wire?

11. A circular coil of n turns and radius R carries a current: I. It is unwound and
rewound to make another square ooil of side 'a' keeping number of tums
and current same. Calculate the ratio of mag1netic moment of the new coil
and the original coil,

12. A coil of IN turns and radius R carries a cuirrent I. It is unwound and
rewound to make another coil of radius R/2, current remaining 1he same.
Calculate the ratio of the magnetic moment of the new coil and original
coil.

13. At a place horizontal component of the earths magnetic field is B and
angle of dip at the place is 60". What is the value of horizontal component
of the earths magnetic field.

(i) at Equator; (ii) at a place where dip angle is 30° 

14. A galvanometer coil has a resistance G. 1% of the total current g1oes
through the coil and rest: through the shunt. What is the resistance of the
shunt?

15. Prove that the magnetic moment of a hydrogen atom in its g1round state
is eh/4nm. Symbols have, their usual meaning.

16. Each of eight conductors in figure cat1ries 2A of current into or OiJt of page.

TWl path are indicated for the line integral f B. d1 What is the value

of the integral for the path (a) and (b).



17.. What is the radius of the path of an electron {mass 9 x 1 Q-3 kg1 and 
charge 1.6 x 10-19 C) moving at a speed of 3 x 10 7 mis in a magnetic field
of 6 x 1 o-4 T perpendicular to it? What is its frequency? Calculate its 
energy in keV. (1 eV = 1.6 x 10-19 J).

Sol : Radius,, r :.: mv/ (qB} 

= 9.1 x 10-31kg x 3 x 107 ms-1/ (1.6 x 10-19 C x 1Io-4 T) = 26 cm

v = v/(2m) = 2 x 10s s-1 = .2 x 108 Hz = 200 MHlz.

E = {½)mv2 
= (½) 9 x 10-31 kg x 9 x 1014 m2/s2 

= 40.5 X 10- 17 J = 4 X. 10- 10 J = 2.5 k,eV:

18. A particle of mass m and charge q moves at right ang1les to, a uniform
magnetic field. Plot a graph showing the variation of the r adlius of the
circular path described by it with the increas,e in irts !kinetic energy, where,
other factors remain constant

Ans :: ra. .JK.E 

Kinetic IEner,gy E----t 

19.. Magnetic field arises due to charges in motiion. Can a system have magmtic 
moments even though its net charges is zero? J ustitfy. 

Ans; Yes: for example the atoms -of a paramagnetic substance possess 
a net mag1netic moment though its net charge is zero. 

20. Define the term magnetic dipole moment of a current loop. Write the
expression for the magnetic moment when an electron revolves at a speed
'v', around an orbit of radius '.r' in hydrog10n atom.

Ans; The product of the current in the loop to the area of the loop is
the magnetic dipole moment of a current loop.
The magnietic moment of electron
- e (-+ ..... ) e ("""' ::\ e -+ µ. = --· rxv = --. --- rxp,=---f. 

2 2m� 2me 



SHORT ANSWERS ,aueSTIONS, (3 MARKS) 

1. De1rive the expression for force between two infinitely long parallel straight
wires carrying current in the same direction. Hence define 'ampere' on the
basis of above deriivalion.

2. Define (il Hyst,eresis (ii) Retentivity {iii} CoercMty

3. Distinguish bet ween diamagnetic, paramaginetic and ferromagnetii ·C
substances in terms of susceptibility and relative permeabillity.

*4. Name all �he three elements of ,earth magnetic field and define them with
the· help of rellevant diagram.

5. Describe the pa�h of a charged particle moving in a uniform magnetic field
with initial velocity

(i} parallel to (or along) the field. 

(ii} perpendicullar to the fie·ld.

(iii} at an arbi1trary angl1e 0 �0° < 0 < 90°). 

'6. Obtain an expression for the magnetic moment of an electron moving w1th 
a speed V' in a circular orbit of radius 'r'. How does this magnetic moment 
chang,e when 

(i} the frequency of revolution is doubled? 

(ii} the o,rbital radius is halved? 

7. State Ampere, circuital law. Use this law to obtain an expression for the
maginetic field due to a toroid.

"'8 Obtain an expression for magnetic fo?ld due to a long solenoid at a point 
inside the solenoid and on the axis of solenoid. 

9. Derive an expression for the torque on a magnetic dipole placed in a
maginetic field and hence define magnetic moment.

10. Derive an expression tor magnetic field in tensity due to ab anma gnet
(magnetic dipole) at any point (i) Along irts axis (ii) Perpendicular to the, axis.

*11. De1nlve an expression for the torque acting on a loop of N turns of area A
of each turn carrying current I, when held in a uniform magnetic field B. 



·12. How can a moving coil galvanometer be converted ii11to a voltmeter of a
given range. Write the neoessary mathematical steps to obtain the value 
of resistance· required tor this purpose. 

13. A long wire is first bent into a circular coil of one tum and then into a
circular coil of smaller radius having n turns. If the same· current pass,es
in both the cases, find the ratio of the magnetic fields produced at the
centres in the two cases.

Ans : When there is only one turn,. the magnetic field at the centre,

B = Po l 

2a

2na1 xn = 2na =:, a1 = a/n

2 

B• = µon I = µo n I = 1n2�BThe magnetic field at its centre, , 2a/n 2a 

The ratio is, 81 /8 = n2 

UJNG ANSWER QUESTIONS (S Mar:ks.) 

1. How will a diamagnetic, paramag1netic and a ferromagnetic material behave
when kept in a non-unfrform external magnetic field? Give two examples of
each of thes,e materials. Name two main characteristics of a ferromagnetic
material which help us to decide suitabillity for making
(i) Permanent magnet (ii} Electromagnet.

2. State Biot�Savart law. Use it to obtain the magnetic field at a11 axlial point,
distance d from the centre of a circular coil of radius 'a' and carrying
current L Also compare the magniitudes of the magnetic freld of this coil
at its centre and at an ax1ial point for which the v alue of d is ..f3a.

3. Write ani expression for the force· experienced by a charged particle movingr
in a uniform magnetic field B. With the help of diagram, explaiini the principle
and working of a cyclotron. Show tlhat cyclotron frequency does not depend
on the spe·ed ot the particl,e.

4. Write the principle, working of moving coil g1alvanometer with the help of
neat labelled diagram. What is the importance of radial fi,eld and phosphor
bronze used in the construction of moving coil galvanometer?




